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’Tipping point’ : Greta Thunberg climate
activist hails Black Lives Matter protests
“The climate and ecological crisis cannot be solved within today’s political and economic systems,”

samedi 20 juin 2020, par MURRAY Jessica , THUNBERG Greta (Date de rédaction antérieure : 20 juin 2020).

People are realising ‘we cannot keep looking away from these things’, says climate activist.

’Tipping point’ : Greta Thunberg hails Black Lives Matter protests – video not reproduced here

Greta Thunberg has said the Black Lives Matter protests show society has reached a tipping point
where injustice can no longer be ignored, but that she believes a “green recovery plan” from the
coronavirus pandemic will not be enough to solve the climate crisis.

Reflecting on the protests that have swept the globe in recent weeks, the Swedish climate activist
told the BBC : “It feels like we have passed some kind of social tipping point where people are
starting to realise that we cannot keep looking away from these things. We cannot keep sweeping
these things under the carpet, these injustices.

“People are starting to find their voice, to sort of understand that they can actually have an impact.”
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The coronavirus pandemic had given her hope by showing those in power are able to act when faced
with an emergency, but the climate crisis needed to be treated with the same urgency, she said.

“It shows that in a crisis, you act, and you act with necessary force,” she said. “Suddenly people in
power are saying they will do whatever it takes since you cannot put a price on human life.

“The main message that underlines everything we [as climate activists] do is, ‘Listen to the science,
listen to the experts’, and all of a sudden you hear everyone everywhere is saying that. It feels like
the corona crisis has changed the role of science in our society.”

The 17-year-old has been using her time in lockdown to study, despite taking a sabbatical year from
school to travel and campaign on the climate crisis. She sailed across the Atlantic last year to attend
UN climate summits, eventually ending up in Madrid to address talks originally to have been hosted
in Chile.

“I thought I’m just home anyway, so I might as well just jump in the class … in my free time, as a
bonus. It doesn’t really count, but I love studying so much,” she said. “I’m really the last one to
complain because I haven’t been that affected by this.”

She has also used her time to produce a radio programme, Humanity has not yet failed [1], reflecting
on some of her experiences and meetings over the last year and looking at some of the challenges
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the world faces in tackling the environmental crisis.

“The climate and ecological crisis cannot be solved within today’s political and economic systems,”
she said. “That isn’t an opinion. That’s a fact.”

Jessica Murray

P.-S.

• The Guardian. Sat 20 Jun 2020 12.36 BST. Last modified on Sat 20 Jun 2020 15.10 BST
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/jun/20/tipping-point-greta-thunberg-hails-black-live
s-matter-protests

• We [The Guardian] chose a different approach. Will you support it ?
With news under threat, just when we need it most, the Guardian’s quality, fact-checked news and
measured explanation has never mattered more. Our editorial independence is vital. We believe
every one of us deserves to read honest reporting – that’s why we remain with you, open to all. And
you’re visiting in your millions. You’ve read more than 20 articles in the last six months. But at this
crucial moment, advertising revenue is plummeting. We need you to help fill the gap. Every
contribution, however big or small, is valuable – in times of crisis and beyond. Support The Guardian
from as little as €1.

Notes

[1] https://open.spotify.com/episode/7E2Wz3C5XwtEw3Pi96tLQA?si=I3je3yw7QGOFaWU_fTorpQ
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